HOW TO PLAY HIJACK
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DEAL AND BETTING
BETTING OVERVIEW
x4

x8

x8
The game starts with the kings
in their normal positions with
a pawn placed in front.

x8

1st

Players are dealt 5 cards each
and immediately go all-in

2nd

Special privileges are offered to both players
The Swap, The Drop and The Peek

x16

Players are then dealt cards
from a deck of 44 Choker cards.

Players are dealt 5 cards each.

Players can buy privileges with

3rd

x1 chips or privilege tickets or, pass for free

THE PEEK

THE SWAP

THE DROP

The Swap offers you the chance to swap hands with your
opponent. If you both choose to swap, you will receive
the hand of your opponent and vice versa. If only one
player decides to swap, their opponent will be given the
chance to block the swap (see more on “Block” below).

The Drop offers you the chance to discard up to
two cards. Simply select the cards you wish to replace
and hit the select new cards option. Discarded cards will
be replaced with new, random cards from the deck.

The Peek allows you to take a look at your
opponent’s hand before the placement phase. You will
be given 10 seconds to view their hand, as will they,
if they choose to do so.

DISCARD
Select up to 2 cards to replace with

Chips

50k

Privilege
Ticket

PASS

x1

0

00:10

HIJACK A VS HIJACK B

BLOCK

HIJACK A:

BLOCK

If your opponent decides to swap hands with you but you
want to keep your cards, you will be presented with the
option to block it using chips or a privilege ticket.

Go all-in from the start in this intense, super-fast format.
Buy special privileges to swing victory in your favour:
swap hands, switch cards, spy on your opponent’s hand
and freeze the timer. This is all-or-nothing, dirty tricks Choker.

HIJACK B:

The same intense game as “Hijack A” but slightly faster
and without the “Swap Hands” privilege.

VS

TIPS & NOTES
PRIVILEGE TICKETS

Privilege tickets can be obtained via the
“Claim free rewards” section in the lobby.
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PROMOTIONS & DEMOTIONS

Promotions & demotions work the same as “Classic Choker”.
Find out more about them in “How to Play Classic Choker”.

PLACEMENT & CHESS

The placement and chess phases are the same as “Classic Choker”,
other than the “Freeze Timer” option (See page 2).

PLACEMENT
Players take it in turns
to reveal and place
their pieces.
Cards can be played
in any order.
Promoted or demoted
pieces replace the
relevant cards.

Pawns can go anywhere on
the 2nd to 4th ranks from
the player

All other pieces go anywhere
on the 1st and 2nd ranks
from the player
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CHESS

WINS AND DRAWS

Once all the pieces
are on the board,
it’s chess. White
You win the money in the pot if:

Whoever wins the
game, wins the pot.
You can use chess
clocks for time control.

FREEZE TIMER
If you find yourself needing some extra time in the chess phase,
hit the freeze timer option. It will stop your clock from counting
down for 10 seconds. Using the timer will cost 50% of your buy-in.

1

You checkmate your
opponent in the chess phase.

2

Your opponent runs out of
time in any phase (except for
draws, point 4.).

3
10

Your opponent folds
or resigns.

87.4

The game is a draw if:
1 Your opponent is not in check but
has no legal move (stalemate).
2

material to win the game.

3

Players repeat the same position
3 times.

4

A player wins on time but has
outright.

DOWNLOAD THE APP
Play Adrenaline Pumping Hijack

Place Pieces to Strike the King

Win Trophies, Chips and Robot Avatars

Play PvP, Play AI, Play Freinds

Play Chess to Win the Pot

support@queensidegames.com
chokergame.com
facebook.com/chokergame
@chokergame
youtube.com/c/chokergame
instagram.com/officialchoker

